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Darling of Pithole 
 
Miss Eloise Bridges was the most 
popular actress of the lavish Murphy 
Theater in downtown Pithole, Pa., 
during the dramatic days of America’s 
earliest and most spectacular 
boomtown.  Page 6 

Oil Well Park 
 
A woman who owned a 
nitroglycerine factory in 
1899, the nation’s first billion 
dollar oilfield that produced 
(and produces) the finest oil 
in the world, and a 72-foot 
standard cable-tool drilling 
rig are among the stories of 
the Penn-Brad Historical Oil 
Well Park of Pennsylvania. 
Page 11 

Hot & Cool Engines 
 
The Coolspring Power Museum’s collection  
of internal combustion engines, including many  
used in early 20th century oilfields, is the among the 
most historically significant in the country, 
according to museum director Paul E. Harvey, a 
new member of our historical society.  Page 4 

Paola’s Gas Jubilee  
 
Citizens of Paola, Kansas, celebrate a 
natural gas jubilee as part of the town’s 
sesquicentennial events, recreating the 
gas fever of 1887 with tours and 
carriage rides – and displays of Paola’s 
gas heritage.  Page 3 

Caddo Lake Oil  
 
The Louisiana State Oil 
& Gas Museum in Oil 
City describes the great 
Caddo Parish oil finds – 
and the rise and fall of a 
North Louisiana oil and 
gas boomtown.  Page 8  

Oilfield Artillery 
 
Lightning strikes were frequent 
and disastrous occurrences in 
early oilfields. An 1884 maga-
zine article, “A Thunder-Storm 
in the Oil Country,” describes 
how oilmen went about putting 
out the fires.  Page 12 
 

 

Picture Michigan 
 
The Clarke Historical Library in Mount 
Pleasant exhibits “Michigan Oil & Gas 
History” thanks to many independent 
producers and Jack Westbrook, retired 
managing editor of Michigan Oil & Gas 
News, who provided decades of historical 
photographs. A 1928 discovery well made 
the state a leading producer as Mount 
Pleasant became known as the “Oil Capital 
of Michigan.”  Page 7 

Wet Plate Photography  
 
A risky process for making single  
glass plate negatives was repeated  
more than 3,500 times by photography 
pioneer John A. Mather – renowned  
for his historic oilfield photographs.  
Page 13 



Editor’s Desk 
 
Oil History is more than Wooden Derricks  
 
I told Larry Skelton (above) of the Kansas Geological Survey that he was missing one
of his 191,000 boxes of Kansas drilling samples. He said a Wichita oilman must be 
inspecting its contents. The collection of well cuttings, which Larry has spent more 
than two decades cataloguing, has become very popular for exploration companies 
interested in the oilfields of Mid-Continent.  
 
On April 22, Larry will guide a 200-mile educational “motor tour” of the historic 
oilfields and towns of Kansas as part of a 2006 International Oil History Symposium. He 
is the symposium chairman for the Petroleum History Institute (PHI) of Oil City, Pa. 
For the first time, our two nonprofit organizations will co-host this public education 
event, April 20-23. A dozen academic presentations will take place at the Hotel in Old
Town in Wichita. There will be a full-day of educational activities at the Kansas Oil 
Museum in El Dorado, thanks to Director Deborah Amend and the Butler County 
Historical Society. A tour of the Frontier Oil Co. Refinery is on the agenda. Larry will 
be describing discoveries by E. W. Marland and many other industry legends. A stop 
in Beaumont, established in 1885 as a stop on the Frisco Line, will reveal a wooden 
water tower – reportedly the only such structure still in use in the United States.  
 
Understanding the history of this complex industry is essential – especially for 
students. AOGHS believes that community oil museums are extraordinary resources 
for educating everyone about the drilling industry’s almost 150-year history. Museum 
staff and volunteers are experts on the history, science and economics of their 
industry. They also know strategies for educating an often biased or skeptical public –
because they educate visitors every day.  
 
You are invited to participate in this symposium, which will encourage cooperative public 
education projects, shared museum resources, and a variety of mutually beneficial 
outreach relationships. AOGHS and PHI are working together to link oilfield 
historians and other dedicated organizations to strengthen the efforts of all to 
preserve America’s remarkable petroleum heritage. There is more to oil history than 
wooden derricks. The 2006 International Oil History Symposium and each quarterly issue 
of this Petroleum Age are efforts to change public perceptions. It is a pity, however, 
that the Museum of American History in Washington, DC, does not have a late 19th 
century standard cable-tool rig. At least not yet. – Bruce Wells 
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community oil and natural gas museums, 
historical societies, and other groups 
working to preserve that history through 
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donations are 100-percent tax deductible.  
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Geologist Larry Skelton 
has catalogued more than 
190,000 well cuttings for 
the Kansas Geological 
Survey Wichita office. His 
KGS mailbox sits on a core 
drilled for an exhaust vent 
of an ICBM silo, no longer 
operational.  



 

 
  

With the earliest natural gas discovery wells west of the Mississippi nearby, civic 
leaders in Paola and Miami County had high hopes for making the small Kansas 
farming community a manufacturing center. Paola’s citizens had heard of the 
1887 industrial boom that gas discoveries had brought to Findlay, Ohio. Less 
than a week after Findlay’s “Monster Demonstration and Natural Gas 
Illumination” drew thousands, a meeting took place in Paola’s Mallory Opera 
House. Businessmen from Kansas City offered to fund a train excursion to 
Paola. Four natural gas arches were erected in the town square and pipes laid for 
other illuminated displays. The Paola event was a great success. 
 
By the end of 1887, Paola’s flour mills led the way in adopting natural gas as fuel. 
A system designed by W.B. McKinney included gas burners attached to tiles that 
extended into a fire box under the boiler. Steam from the boiler powered a 90-
horsepower engine, which turned the rollers that ground Kansas wheat into 
flour.  A glass factory signed a contract for natural gas from Paola’s wells. Glass 
manufacturing began – just as the gas ran dry. 
 
By the end of 1890, the Paola Glass Co. would be awarded $19,000 in damages 
for loss of profits – the court found that the Paola Gas Co. had promised to 
deliver all the gas necessary for the factory to run. After the wells failed, the 
company refused to divert gas from more distant wells. The high hopes of the 
Paola community for an economic boom fueled by natural gas were snuffed out. 
While continued drilling and production of other gas wells near Paola allowed the 
town to expand and use gas for street lights, home heating and cooking, the 
amount was not enough to create the great manufacturing boom once 
envisioned. — From a display at the June 25, 2005 Paola Jubilee. 

Paola Celebrates a Natural Gas Jubilee 

April 2006 Symposium to Study 
Oil & Gas Education Strategies 
 
Oil and gas museum directors, oilfield 
historians and educators are encouraged to 
attend an international oil history symposium 
– to share strategies for increasing public 
awareness of oil and gas history. This 
inaugural gathering will be co-hosted by the 
Petroleum History Institute and American Oil 
& Gas Historical Society on April 20-23 in 
Wichita and El Dorado, Kansas.  
 
The 2006 symposium will include academic 
presentations and a tour of Kansas oilfields. 
Museum directors and historians will meet 
with educators at the Kansas Oil Museum in 
El Dorado to discuss K-12 student oil history 
curriculums. Presentations from the 
symposium will be included in Oil-Industry 
History, the annual journal of PHI.  
 
• Educational outreach strategy discussion 
• A dozen academic oil history presentations 
• Tour of the Frontier Oil Company Refinery & 

special museum directors program  at the 
Kansas Oil Museum in El Dorado  

• Motor tour of oilfields & geology of Kansas 
by the Kansas Geological Survey 

• Wildcatters reception & awards banquet 
• Classroom Energy! – a program of the 

American Petroleum Institute (API) 
• Project Learning Tree presentation 
• History of the Interstate Oil & Gas Compact 

Commission (IOGCC) 
• Museum education programs – sharing 

exhibit resources & ideas 
• Tour of the Kansas Oil Museum & Oil Hill  
 
The Petroleum History Institute has issued a 
call for papers dealing with any aspect of the 
oil and gas history. For information about 
submitting a paper, contact Larry Skelton of 
the Kansas Geological Survey at 
lskelton@kgs.ku.edu. Deadline is Feb. 15. 
 
On April 22, Deborah Amend, director of the 
Kansas Oil Museum and Hall of Fame, will 
host a tour of the Frontier Oil Co. Refinery in 
El Dorado. Educational panel discussions will 
then take place at the oil museum.  
 
There will be a separate and extensive “motor 
tour” of Kansas oilfields. That afternoon, the 
museum will have its outdoor equipment in 
operation for an afternoon of educational 
activities, fun and food. Call (202) 857-4785. 
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Petroleum 
History  
Institute 

On March 3, 1886, a pipeline was completed to the town square, making Paola the first 
town in Kansas to use natural gas commercially. On June 25, Paola celebrated its 
fascinating – if brief – gas heritage with a “grand promenade” and exhibits that included 
an antique drilling rig, says Kelly Stewart, who helped organize events. Vintage clothing 
came from the store of Michelle McDonald (standing at left) of Eureka Springs, Ark. 

Daisy Bradford goes on Stage 
 
“Daisy Bradford 3,” written by Dr. Gifford 
Wingate, was brought back to East Texas as 
part of the Diamond Jubilee of the East 
Texas Oilfield. First produced by the Texas 
Shakespeare Festival in Kilgore on July 3, 
1986, the play recreated the story of the 
discovery of the East Texas Oil Field when 
the Daisy Bradford 3 blew in on Oct. 3, 
1930. The play offered an unusual way to 
revisit the past during the East Texas boom. 
Performances took place at the Dodson 
Auditorium at the Kilgore College.  
 

California Oil Museum Events 
 
Chevron and Texaco retirees recently held 
their annual fall barbecue at the California 
Oil Museum, continuing a summer 
tradition of similar events. The museum 
participated in Santa Paula’s Labor Day 
Parade with a 1922 Union Oil tanker 
truck. The restored White Motor Co. 
truck was once one of more than 740 in 
the company’s tanker truck fleet, says 
director Mike Nelson. The museum will 
open the national traveling exhibit, 
“Destination Mars,” on Nov. 6.  



Hot & Cool 

ENGINES 

 
The Coolspring Power Museum 
 
A commemorative plaque on the grounds of the 
Coolspring Power Museum notes that the 
museum is part of the 2001 Mechanical 
Engineering Heritage Collection:  
 
“This is the largest collection of historically 
significant stationary internal combustion engines in 
the United States. A majority of these mechanically 
interesting engines were built between 1890 and 
1920 and used in industrial applications. This 
collection documents the early history and evolution 
of the internal combustion engine. Many components 
of today's engines have their origins in the period 
represented by this collection.” 

The museum's origins go back to the early 1950s and the efforts of engine collectors 
John Wilcox and Paul E. Harvey (above). As their collections grew, so did the number of 
buildings needed to protect and maintain them. Today, more than a dozen buildings 
serve as mini-museums for a variety of exhibits. Harvey is president of the museum, 
which twice a year hosts a gathering on like-minded historians. The next Coolspring 
Power Museum Exposition and Swap Meet takes place Oct. 13-15.  

summer afternoons mowing the extensive grounds. Many engine enthusiasts from 
around the country have sent significant pieces for display, he says. The grounds, 
as well as semi-annual shows, have expanded with visitors from Maine to 
California, as well as Canada and England. 
 
Harvey and fellow enthusiast John Wilcox began collecting engines in the 1950s. 
Their collections were the basis of displays that would greatly multiply. The 
museum now is housed in 13 buildings that, besides its own large collection, 
contain many pieces placed there on loan. Total inventory is about 250 engines 
with a significant number permanently mounted and operational. Harvey says the 
vision of Coolspring is “to be the foremost collection of early internal combustion 
technology presented in an educational and visitor-oriented manner and to 
provide an operation that will gain support and generate substantial growth.”  
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WV Oil & Gas Documentary 
 
West Virginia Public Broadcasting will air 
a documentary on the early history of 
West Virginia’s oil and gas industry – as 
documented at the Parkersburg oil and gas 
museum established by David L. McKain, 
who recently opened an annex in Burning 
Springs. Plans are to air the documentary 
on the WPBY “Outlook” program, he 

Oklahoma Antiques in Action 
 
The July issue of “Oklahoma Stripper,” 
newsletter of the Oklahoma Commission 
on Marginally Producing Oil and Gas 
Wells, includes a lengthy feature on early oil 
well production equipment found during an 
excursion in Carter County. “We were 
filming a video for a workshop,” says 
Assistant Director Sam Farris.  
 
“The production foreman asked if we had 
time to see a bit of history, still running.” 
Farris was shown a group of 17 wells, each 
with small pump jacks and all linked with a 
rod line system. “The power came from a 
string of rods that disappeared though the 
grass, off into some other world,” he says.   
 
Several of the iron, 70-year-old rod lines 
continued their back and forth motion 
through oak trees that had grown around 
them as saplings. All rods led to a power 
house – and a 24-foot wide bull wheel. 

The Coolspring Power Museum collection in 
Western Pennsylvania’s picturesque countryside 
today includes several hundred historic internal 
combustion engines—the largest in the country. 
About one-third of engines were once used in 
oilfields. The museum, located just off Route 36, 
midway between Punxsutawney to the south and 
Brookville to the north, was formally chartered 
in June 1985 as nonprofit corporation.  Member-
ship has grown steadily, says President Paul E. 
Harvey, who lives nearby and can be found on 

says. McKain, author of Where It All Began, 
a history of oil exploration in the state, has 
recently published its successor, The Civil 
War and Northwestern Virginia, which tells 
how, in the midst of the turmoil of the 
Civil War, the people of Northwestern 
Virginia forged a new state.  
 
“Caught being dragged against their will 
out of the Union and into the Confed-
eracy by a group of radicals in Richmond, 
those in the Northwest banded together 
and carefully put the pieces in place to 
create a new state,” McKain says.  
 
Interestingly, it was the economic 
prosperity of oil booms at Burning 
Springs and Petroleum that provided the 
financial fuel and incentive for the new 
state movement to be sustained.  
 
David McKain co-owns Parkersburg Tool 
Co., manufacturer of oil, gas and water 
well drilling and fishing tools.  

Inside the power house rested a large but 
silent steam engine and a host of “other 
contraptions,” Farris notes. All of the rod 
lines were being powered by a small, 
modern electric motor.  
 
“As I stood there, amazed at all this equip-
ment, in motion, the electrical engineer 
accompanying us for the video shoot 
explained, don’t think I could improve on 
the efficiency of this operation:  One 10-
horsepower motor pumping 17 wells.” 
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The Coolspring Power Museum collection documents the early 
history of the internal combustion revolution.  Almost all of the 
critical components of today's engines have their origins in the 
period represented by the collection (as well as hundreds of 
innovations that are no longer used).  Some of the engines 
represent real engineering progress; others are more the product 
of inventive minds avoiding previous patents. All tell a story.   
 
Internal combustion engines revolutionized the world around 
the turn of the 20th century in much the same way that steam 
engines did a century before. You have only to imagine a coal-
fired, steam-powered, airplane to realize how important internal 
combustion was to the industrialized world.  While the early gas 
engines were more expensive than the equivalent steam engines, 
they did not require a boiler and were cheaper to operate. With 
the exception of a few items that were driven by the engines, 
such as compressors, pumps, and generators, and a few steam 
and hot air engines shown for comparison purposes, the 
collection contains only internal combustion engines.   
 

Petroleum Museum Turns 30 
 
The Petroleum Museum in Midland, Texas, 
celebrated its 30th anniversary on Sept. 13. 
Festivities included cocktails, a barbecue, 
music and dancing, a mechanical bull and a 
silent auction. The Permian Basin museum 
continues to expand its outreach to 
communities throughout the region, 
exhibiting at several trade and event shows 
and offering customized presentations 
community groups, civic clubs, and special 
interest groups. Subjects are determined by 
interest and availability (i.e. rocks and gems, 
Chaparral Cars, petroleum, etc.) Outreach 
programs are available to all Permian Basin 
schools. Call (432) 683-4403 or email 
education@petroleummuseum.org.    

Los Angeles Oil Legacy Fades 
 
Occidental Petroleum is the last major oil 
company headquartered in Los Angeles 
following the August acquisition of Unocal 
Corp. by San Ramon-based Chevron Corp., 
the nation’s second-largest oil company. 
Unocal had been in the Los Angeles area 
for 104 years. At the turn of the century, 
the region had more than 200 oil and gas 
companies. There were more than 2,500 
active wells within the city limits. An 
August 13 Associated Press article notes, 
“But like a well drying up, Los Angeles’ oil 
legacy is disappearing. The county seal was 
adopted in 1957 to incorporate pillars of 
the economy: shipping, agriculture, 
entertainment, airplane manufacturing and 
petroleum. Last year, it was redrawn. To 
make room for a Spanish mission, the 
county removed a grouping of derricks that 
referenced the enormously productive 
fields in Signal Hill and Long Beach – 
which, while still active, are in decline.”  

Los Angeles County official seal from 
1957 to 2004. Oil derricks were symbolic 
of the oilfields discovered on Signal Hill. 

 Today’s Los Angeles County seal

The Coolspring Power Museum collection consists mainly of 
stationary engines used in industrial applications. There are 
only a few marine, automotive, and farm engines in the 
collection. Most of the acquisitioning efforts (those that 
involve substantial expenditure of funds and volunteer time) 
have been focused on collecting important large stationary 
engines that most likely would be scrapped if the museum did 
not acquire them.  
 
Early internal combustion engines produced only a few 
horsepower and could not replace steam engines in most 
applications, but by 1890 they were powerful enough for most 
portable or remote operations as well as many small manu-
facturers. By 1900 they were replacing reciprocating steam 
engines for electric generation and by 1915 they were being 
considered for all but the largest installations where steam 
turbines have since dominated. — Paul E. Harvey  

The Coolspring Power Museum’s 
mission is “to collect, preserve, and 
interpret historically significant and 
mechanically interesting early stationary 
internal combustion engines for the 
education and enjoyment of everyone.”  
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Margo Mong is a Pennsylvania historian and author who often lectures 
about the people of Pithole’s past. She recently spoke in  an auditorium 
at the Visitor Center in Venango County, where the boomtown still 
thrives — in miniature. Pictured at top is a typical Pithole “street” today. 

Oilmen, teamsters, coopers, lease-traders, roughnecks, and 
merchants mingled with gamblers and pickpockets. Almost 
overnight, 57 hotels, a daily newspaper and the third busiest Post 
Office in Pennsylvania were up and running. By 1865, Pithole was a 
rough and tumble town – but its citizens packed the Murphy 
Theater to overflowing every time Shakespearean tragedienne Eloise 
Bridges came to town.  

Miss Eloise Bridges was the darling of the Pithole stage. In 1864, in 
the Confederate capitol of Richmond, Va., the newspaper extolled 
her as “…the most handsome actress in the Confederate States.” 
Pennsylvania’s loyalty to the Union notwithstanding, her 
performances drew standing room only crowds when she came to 
Murphy’s Theatre for the 1865 theater season. Murphy’s rivaled the 
showplaces of Philadelphia and Boston according to the Titusville 
Morning Herald. The theater was the biggest building in Pithole by 
far. It offered 1,000 seats, a 40-foot stage, a 12-musician orchestra, 
and Tiffany chandelier lighting.  

The Murphy Theater lavished elegant surroundings on guests 
and performers alike. Eight dollars purchased boxed seats for 
the performance. Fifty-cents got you into the balcony (25¢ for 
“colored persons”). Only the lucky got to see Eloise Bridges’ 
performances in Macbeth and Othello. Newspaper reviews were 
inevitably euphoric: “Miss Bridges’ ‘Give me the daggers’ speech 
while she was dressed in a negligee was absolutely riveting…” 
and “Miss Bridges’ portrayal of Emilia provoked applause at 
every turn.” 

Following her performances in December 1865, the Titusville 
Morning Herald was obliged to scold and lecture the excessively 
exuberant audience on how to appropriately applaud: “The 
simple clapping of the hands is sufficient to express the most 
exquisite delight and satisfaction with the performance while it 
does not offend the most delicate; but rude boisterous stomping 
and screaming …is absolutely disgraceful.” 

Eloise Bridges’ stellar theatrics prompted gallant Pithole 
gentlemen to pen, “Please accept the enclosed, a slight 
testimonial of appreciation of you as a lady, socially and 
professionally.” $500 was attached. William Murphy, owner of 
the Theatre, made more than $21,000 in November and again in 
December 1865. His one night receipts once exceeded $900.  

It was a sad day in Pithole when Miss Eloise Bridges departed 
for new engagements in Cleveland, Ohio. Before she could 
return, the oil ran dry. Pithole soon collapsed into empty streets. 
William Murphy’s devotion to “legitimate theater” necessarily 
wavered. The scramble for an audience was on. Competitors’ 
featuring “one-legged clog dancing” and “Ethiopian comedians” 
compelled Murphy to resort to fiddle playing and melodrama in 
an effort to draw attendance from the dwindling population of 
Pithole. It didn’t help.  

By July 1866, just eight months after Eloise Bridges drew 
standing room only crowds, the Murphy Theater was offered for 
sale by lottery with a $10 admission ticket. Not enough tickets 
could be sold to raffle the building. The Theater was dismantled 
board-by-board and moved to Pleasantville, then again to 
Titusville, never to regain its former glory.  

Miss Eloise Bridges was the most popular 
actress in Pithole during the oil town’s brief 
rise and fall in the 1860s.  

      ithole is legendary among early Pennsylvania boom- 

 

Darling of Pithole 
 

when oil was found on the Thomas Holmden farm in January 
1865.Within nine months, an estimated 30,000 soles clogged its 
muddied streets and plank sidewalks.  

towns. Less than 15 miles from Titusville, its fortunes,  
 population, and notoriety grew rapidly and dissipated just as  
quickly. It was a farm community of only a few families 
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 P i c t u r e  
 

Michigan 

“They work hard, take risks, prosper, and 
by and large benefit everybody,” says Frank 
Boles, director of Central Michigan 
University’s (CMU) Clarke Historical 
Library, Mount Pleasant. “What I didn’t 
understand about the industry is that these 
people all know each other.” 
 
The Clarke Historical Library is telling this 
story with its recently opened “Michigan 
Oil & Gas History” exhibit. The state’s 
abundant oil production comes as a 
surprise to many, says Boles, who put the 
exhibit together with the cooperation of the 
Michigan Oil & Gas Association and the 
Michigan Oil & Gas Producers Educational 
Foundation. Jack Westbrook, retired 
managing editor of Michigan Oil & Gas News 
magazine, marshaled the resources and 
worked tirelessly to ensure success, he adds. 
“In a very real sense, there would be no 
exhibit if it were not for Jack.” 
 
The display, open through January 2006 
and easily transportable, is designed to 
pique a visitor’s curiosity. Students learn 
that Mount Pleasant, home to CMU, had its 
own oil boom in 1928 and today is known 
as the historical center of Michigan’s oil 
industry. They are surprised to learn that 
more than 57,000 oil and gas wells have 
been drilled in their state since 1925 -- and 
that Michigan ranks 17th in nationwide oil 
production and 11th in natural gas. More 
surprises await those students who look 
more closely. 
 
“We’re about usage,” Frank Boles declares. 
“Our profit is people coming in, using our 
resources, and hopefully learning some-

thing. We want our exhibits to prompt 
them to dig deeper.” He uses only six walls 
and eleven cabinets to tell the story, so 
careful planning is essential.  
 
Boles noted that from the project’s outset, 
pursuit of community support, resources, 
and partners was essential. The exhibit 
began with storyboarding and the inter-
active process of writing and rewriting 
proposed text. The efforts of many 
supporters culminated a few months later 
in a visually arresting and educational 
exhibit neatly fit into the available space. 
Large photo formats with understandable 
text dominate the walls, while display cases 
feature unique artifacts and documents. 
 
The exhibit captures students’ attention. 
Visitors discover a rich oil history and learn 
of the complex environmental issues 

Michigan has successfully addressed. 
The 1970’s “Pigeon River State Forest” 
ecological controversy is directly 
presented along with its innovative 
solution establishing the Michigan 
Natural Resources Trust Fund. Since 
1976, all 83 Michigan counties have 
directly benefited from the Fund’s $635 
million collected from oil and gas 
revenues. Other states have followed 
Michigan’s example. 
 
“Michigan Oil & Gas History” was 
designed to be shared, Boles notes.  
Mailing tubes and abundant Velcro 
make the exhibit safe and easily 
transportable. Organizations wishing to 
borrow this exhibit can contact him at 
the Clarke Historical Library, Mount 
Pleasant, Michigan 48859 
(989) 774-3352.    

Frank Boles, director of Central Michigan University’s Clarke 
Historical Library, Mount Pleasant, hosts the newly opened 
“Michigan Oil & Gas History” exhibit. He says Jack West-
brook, retired managing editor of Michigan Oil & Gas News 
magazine, provided hundreds of photographs – and helped 
marshal the resources for the project. At far left (with a 
homemade 1932 miniature cable tool rig) is a 12-year-old 
Earl (Red) Perry Jr., nephew of Cliff Perry. In 1957, Cliff 
Perry would drill the discovery well of Michigan’s Albion-
Scipio Field. 
 

In 1860, Michigan State Geologist Alexander Winchell reported that oil and natural gas 
deposits lay under Michigan's surface. First commercial production was at Port Huron, 
where twenty-two wells were drilled, beginning in 1886. Total output was small. 
Michigan's first oil boom was at Saginaw, where production began about 1925. About 
three hundred wells were drilled here by 1927, when Muskegon's "Discovery Well" drew 
oil men from all over the country to that field.  
 
The Mt. Pleasant field, opened in 1928, helped make Michigan one of the leading oil 
producers of the eastern United States. Mount Pleasant became known as the "Oil 
Capital of Michigan." Efforts of the industry itself resulted in excellent state laws 
regulating petroleum output. Well depths ranged from one thousand to six thousand feet. 
New wells are constantly opened as exploration continues. – Michigan historical marker, 
erected in 1961 on U.S. 27, north of Clare. 
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The Spring Street Historical Museum 
 
The earliest manufacturing plant in Caddo Parish was in Gas Center 
outside Shreveport, where Purified Petroleum Products Co. of 
Louisiana Ltd., (later the Louisiana Oil Refining Co.) began a 
patented process of treating gasoline and kerosene. The earliest oil 
pipeline in the area was completed in 1910 by Standard Oil of 
Louisiana to its Baton Rouge refinery. Shreveport’s oil history was 
recently exhibited at the Spring Street Historical Museum, which 
collaborated with the Oil City museum to host an exhibit celebrating 
the 100th anniversary of the 1905 first oil discovery in Caddo Parish.  
 
Built in 1865 as Tally’s Bank, the Shreveport museum is housed in 
one of the oldest downtown buildings, says Executive Director 
Debra M. Helton, at left. She is standing in the original vault that 
retains its elaborately painted door. Nearby, at 90 Market Street, a 
statue commemorates an 1870 natural gas well. The accidental 
discovery was made by American Well Works, which was digging a 
961-foot water well for the Shreveport Ice Plant. Gas from the well 
was used to light the plant, the first known commercial use of 
natural gas in Louisiana. Contact Debra Helton at (318) 424-0964. 

Caddo Lake Oil Discovery is exhibited at  

Texaco donated an oil derrick that stands beside the museum, 
along with other early oilfield equipment. Indian artifacts are 
displayed in a cultural gallery in the new building. Miscellaneous 
artifacts including those from Kansas City Southern Railroad will 
remain in the depot, says Haygood. 
 
Three historic boomtown buildings, including the Trees City Bank 
and many outdoor exhibits educate tourists, Haygood says. The 
museum was started and is strongly supported by the Caddo-Pine 
Island Oil and Historical Society, a nonprofit foundation 
dedicated to the preservation of the region’s oil and other 
historical treasures.  
 
Coe Haygood and historical society volunteers continue to 
preserve the heritage of Northwest Louisiana’s natural resources, 
especially its rich oil history. 
 
The museum is located on Land Avenue, the main street of Oil City, two 
blocks to the east of Highway 1. For additional information, call Haygood at 
(318) 995-6845. 

Formerly known as Caddo-Pine Island Oil and Historical 
Museum, the Louisiana State Oil and Gas Museum was dedicated 
May 14, 2004, during a ceremony in Oil City. The museum now 
has a new 12,000-square-foot building near its former building, an 
old railroad depot of Kansas City Southern Railroad.  
 
The oil museum has seen hard times and good times in cycles very 
much like the industry it, says Director Coe Haygood. At one 
point in the mid-1980s, as the U.S. oil industry endured one of its 
largest downturns, the museum was just a small depot building 
along the railroad track with no air-conditioning or running water. 
Supporters did not give up. The depot is still there today, near the 
museum’s new building. The state of Louisiana provided limited 
construction funding, beginning in 1987.  
 
“Little things would get done since that first groundbreaking. We 
had the foundation. It stayed there forever and a day. We raised a 
little more money and got the walls and insulation put in,” says 
Haygood. Despite the slow progress, she credits Louisiana 
Secretary of State W. Fox McKeithen for persevering. Chevron-

The Louisiana State Oil & Gas Museum vividly tells the story of Oil City, using historic buildings, a collection of out-
door displays, and interactive exhibits inside a new building, says Director Coe Haygood, above. ChevronTexaco 
donated the oil derrick that stands outside, along with other early oilfield equipment. The museum is open from 9 a.m. 
to 4 p.m., Monday through Saturday, and there is no admission fee. The gift shop is a work in progress, she adds. 
 



Before it became the earliest oil 
boomtown in Northwest Louisiana, 
Oil City was home to trappers, 
lumbermen, farmers and fishermen 
from nearby Caddo Lake. It was 
called Ananis. In 1903, a station for 
the Kansas City Southern Railroad 
opened and five years later a local 
businessman persuaded the federal 
government to open a post office – and 
change the town’s name to Oil City.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A Caddo Oil Monument 
 
Leases for oil in Caddo Parish began 
in 1904 and the Texas Oil Co. began 
successful exploration drilling in 
February 1905. Natural gas was first 
in 1870 when a water well was being 
drilled for a Shreveport ice plant.  
 
In 1955, the Shreveport Chamber of 
Commerce placed a 40-foot monu-
ment and time capsule at the State 
Fairgrounds commemorating the 
50th anniversary of the discovery of 
oil in Caddo Parish. Various 
historical data were collected and 
deposited in a copper box at the 
foot of the monument.  
 
The time capsule along with the 
monument have been donated to 
the Louisiana State Oil & Gas 
Museum in Oil City. Director Coe 
Haygood says no date has been set 
for the actual move, which will 
require a lot of heavy equipment. 

The oil boom had arrived in 1905, bringing 25,000 people and the infamous lawlessness 
that often accompanies an economic boom. Historians note the influx of such famous 
outlaws as Tom Star and his gang from Oklahoma and Diamond Dick. Later, Bonnie 
and Clyde Barrow are said to have often slipped in and out of Oil City. 
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In May 1911, Gulf Refining Co. completed the first U.S. “offshore” oil well on Caddo Lake in 
Northwest Louisiana, where production continues — mostly out of site for most summer 
vacationers, water enthusiasts and young fishermen. A small, red awning marks the entrance to 
the oil museum’s new building. In the foreground is the historic Trees City Bank building. 
 

Natural gas was first discovered in Louisiana’s Caddo Parish in 1870. The first oil wells in 
North Louisiana were drilled in the early 1900s and by 1910 almost 25,000 people were 
working in the region. The Oil City area went from the peace and serenity of Caddo Indian 
hunting grounds to hysteria due to the “oil rush.” The community became the first “wildcat 
town” in the Arkansas-Louisiana-Texas region.  
 
Major oil companies and private individuals quickly leased the land, despite prices having 
climbed from 50 cents to $500 an acre in one year. By 1910, most of the land around 
Caddo Lake had been leased, although about 8,000 acres of the lake bed had not been 
purchased. Because of the large amount of production around the lake, most oilmen 
believed that the lake bottom would yield large amounts of oil, but it would require a large 
amount of capital to drill. 
 
The Gulf Refining Co. of Louisiana decided to drill in the lake bed. A Gulf Refining Co. 
drilling superintendent, Henry Melat, planned and built permanent drilling platforms every 
600 feet on each 10-acre site in the lake bed. In May 1911, the Ferry No. 1 was completed. 
It is considered the world’s first marine or “offshore” well.  
 
The Louisiana State Oil and Gas Museum tells this story and others about the Oil City 
region’s history, starting with the culture of Caddo Indians. Inside the new building, visitors 
learn oil region facts and lore from photographs and full-sized replicas of early Oil City 
homes. They also learn from reading about and seeing scaled down, functional oil and gas 
equipment as it once operated in the most famous oilfield of Northwest Louisiana.   
 

  The Louisiana State Oil & Gas Museum  
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In Bradford, Pennsylvania 
 

Mrs. Alford’s Nitro Factory 
 
She cooked 3,000 pounds of nitroglycerine 
every day. Mrs. Byron Alford, the “Only 
Woman in the World who Owns and Operates a 
Dynamite Factory,” was a proper turn-of-the-
century lady – and an astute business-
woman in the midst of America’s first 
billion-dollar oilfield.  
 
Pennsylvania’s Bradford drillers needed 
nitroglycerine for “shooting” their wells to 
boost production. Mrs. Alford 
manufactured it for them. 
 
“It is an odd business for a woman to be 
in,” says Mrs. Alford in an 1899 New York 
World feature, “but I know no reason why a 
woman who understands it cannot manage 
it as well as a man.” She entered the 
business in 1884 with her husband. Ten 
years later, owing to Mr. Alford’s failing 
health, she took over the business.  
 
By 1899 she had increased daily production 
to 3,000 pounds of nitroglycerine and 6,000 
pounds of dynamite. Her factory of 12 
cheaply built and unpainted wood buildings 
was located just outside of Eldred, Pa. 
Brick buildings would have been prettier, 
she told the New York newspaper, but it 
would cost more to replace them. 
 
“The owner of a nitroglycerine factory never knows 
beforehand when it is going to blow up or afterward 
why it did blow up; there is never anyone to explain 
how it happened.” 

 
In 1899, the manufacture of nitroglycerine 
was a primitive, cautious, temperature-
sensitive churning of nitric and sulphuric 
acids with glycerin.  
 
“On the accuracy of the thermometer depend the 
lives of the employees. When the mixing is done, 
the liquid is the color of milk. It is drawn off into a 
wooden tank in which there is eighteen inches of 
cold water. As the milky fluid strikes the water, 
red fumes light the surface and there is a sound like 
the hissing of geese. The nitroglycerine settles to the 
bottom…”   
 
An eight-quart can weighed 26 pounds and 
sold for $8 dollars. It was delivered by 
wagon – trains would not transport nitro-
glycerine for any price.  
 
Mrs. Alford said if people are kind to 
nitroglycerine, they can live with it for a 
long time, despite her own close call. She 
lived with her husband and daughter only 
about 80-yards from their factory.  

One evening, an employee may have 
absent-mindedly lit a match or otherwise 
erred; the factory and their home were 
obliterated and the family buried under 
the debris. Neighbors dug them out to 
find they were not seriously injured. 
They rebuilt and started again. 
 
Mrs. Alford raised her daughter, Dessie, 
in the business.  “Dessie is my right 
bower,” she said. “I believe in bringing 
up a girl to work, even if it is not 
necessary from a financial point of view. 
Riches, if they fly away, do not work so 
much hardship for a girl who has been 
taught to work.” 
 
The 19th century oilfield was a 
dangerous place and nitroglycerine was 
its most dangerous visitor. Despite the 
hazards, Mrs. Alford lived long and 
prospered. She died of natural causes in 
1924 at the age of 77. Daughter Dessie 
followed in 1947 at the age of 79.    
 

Tucked away in community oil museums are buried treasures of America’s oil and gas exploration 
heritage. Sherri Schulze shared one such gem at the Penn-Brad Oil Museum outside Bradford, Pa. 
“This was done by a student many years ago,” she says of the laminated paper (above). “It was a 
school project done by one of Mrs. Alford’s descendants.”  The oil patch artifact offers another little 
known insight into the history of the industry, 21-years before women won the right to vote.  

Setting a Standard:  Cable-Tool Rig & Museum 
The high grade oil metropolis of the world, proclaimed a 1971 newspaper advertisement saluting the 
100th anniversary of the first oil producing well in McKean County, Pa. “Where else can the oil 
industry look back on such an historical background as in the Bradford field?”  
 
“A century of progress,” another article added, noting that “Inspection on the floor of the Penn-
Brad Drilling Rig at Custer City is made by George G. Blaisedell, president of Zippo 
Manufacturing Co., (and) E. James Bryner, museum committee chairman and past president of 
the Bradford district Pennsylvania Oil Producers Association, originators of the museum with the 
help of many generous sponsors. See story opposite. 
 
“By the time of the Penn-Brad museum’s founding, the rigs were long gone – as were many of the 
old oilfield veterans who constructed them. To build an exact replica took considerable effort 
from two brothers, Carl and Arthur Seagren, who spent six weeks working with oak and pine 
timber. Rare items like bull wheels were found. The 72-foor authentic rig was completed; the 
Seagrens began construction of the adjacent 60-foot museum building.” Zippo Manufacturing Co. 
is still headquartered in Bradford. 



The second Tuesday of every month oilmen gather at the Holiday House Restaurant in 
Bradford, Pa.  After breakfast a guest speaker talks about industry topics, sometimes 
historic, sometimes modern. A PaineWebber oil analyst recently attended to discuss 
“Penn-grade” oil issues, says E. James Bryner, founder and director of the Penn-Brad 
Historical Oil Well Park since its opening in 1971. 
 
Bryner, who has long believed the history of oil needs a wider audience, says that in the 
1890s, no less than 83 percent of the country’s entire oil production came solely from  the 
Bradford oilfield, which encompasses 85,000 acres and spreads into New York, Ohio and 
West Virginia. “This single oilfield was the nation’s first billion-dollar oilfield and led to 
establishing the two largest industries in the world: the oil and the automobile industries,” 
he adds. The Drake well of 1859 is historic, but Bradford created the domestic oil and gas 
industry, be notes. There have been other places where high-quality paraffin based oil was 
found, but Bryner says Bradford was the first discovered in significant quantities. “In the 
old Saturday Evening Post, Kendall advertised they used ‘the costliest crude in the world,’ so 
we got some early publicity.” 
 
“I don’t think most people realize that the type of people that you found in the oilfields 
were just common, everyday people,” Bryner says.” The Bradford field has produced oil 
since its first commercial well in McKean County. A well on Main Street continues to 
produce near a McDonald’s. The dramatic rise in oil prices has brought a rebirth to the 
region, says Bryner, with rotary rigs re-drilling carefully chosen sections of the old field. 
“We never had the high gas pressures or gushers in this area like they did in Texas, but 
modern recovery methods will keep these wells producing for a long time.”  
 
There are probably more small operators here than anywhere in the United States because 
this is where the independent got his start, Bryner concludes. The area produced a number 
of well-known companies, including Forest Oil, Kendall, Quaker State and Pennzoil. 

Curator Sherri Schulze Knows the Ropes — The average depth on an 1890 oil well was 1,000 to 
2,000 feet, and “drilling with a cable tool rig, if you got 15 feet a day, you were doing swell,” says 
Penn-Brad Oil Museum Curator Sherri Schulze. “If your driller was worth his money, he was the 
pivot of the whole deal,” she adds. The driller supervised key aspects of keeping the cable tool 
operating, from the chisel’s sharpness to steam pressure. Rope technology was cutting edge, 
Schulze explains. She believes the era’s drilling ropes were the most vital tool in the whole drilling 
effort. “There is a lot of science in the abrasion of the rope used on a cable rig.” In the 1890s, rope 
usually was imported into the country as fiber and braided in Philadelphia or Pittsburg. “This braid 
had to be exactly right – just enough flexibility and the right amount of strength,” she notes. “It 
aided the drilling process by adding snap.” The oil museum is located along Rt. 219 in Custer City, three 
miles south of Bradford. The mailing address is 50 Parkway Lane Bradford, PA 16701. Call (814) 362-1955 in 
summer and (814)-368-5574 in winter. 
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Museum Director E. James Bryner stands at far right as volunteer David Newman describes the 
exhibits inside the oil museum at the Penn-Brad Historical Oil Well Park in Custer City, Pa. A 72-
foot replica of a standard cable-tool drilling rig is a popular attraction, says museum curator 
Sherry Schulze at left with historical society Contributing Editor Kris Wells of Naples, Fla.  
 

 

 The Penn-Brad Historical 
 

Oil Well Park 

“Last survivor of a mighty breed, this rugged 
sentinel is the last of between 600 and 800 of 
these rigs, which were all drilling at the same 
time during the 1880s in the local oilfields.” – 
From http://pennbradoilmuseum.com/ 
 
In the 1890s, oilmen intending to drill a well 
typically allowed four men (the tool dresser and 
three rig builders) five days to move the entire 
rig. This included a 3,000-pound boiler and a 
2,400-pound engine, whether steam or gas.  
Each man got paid $25.  
 



A 1913 Oil Discovery brings New Era to Healdton, Oklahoma  
 
The discovery of oil in 1888 using a spring-pole to drill at first received little notice in Carter County. 
There was no market in nearby Healdton, Okla., except for use on the wagon axles and primitive 
machinery of local farmers, says Julie Burks, director of the Healdton Oil Museum. But the 
discovery was a hint of things to come. The great Healdton oilfield was discovered in 1913, about 
the same time that construction began on bringing a railroad west from Ardmore. It was the 
beginning of a new era for Healdton. Among those who established a financial base there were 
Lloyd Noble, Wirt Franklin (first chairman of the Independent Petroleum Association of America), 
Robert A. Hefner and former Governor Charles N. Haskell. The opening of the Healdton oilfield 
began one of Oklahoma’s greatest oil booms. It also was where Erle Halliburton perfected his 
methods of oil well cementing and established his company as a leader in oilfield technology. By 
1937 the field, largest of nine in Carter County, had produced over 200 million barrels of oil.  
 

Lightning had struck the derrick, followed pipe connections into a 
nearby tank and ignited natural gas, which rises from freshly 
produced oil. Immediately following this blinding flash, the black 
smoke began to roll out sluggishly, and red flames crept out of every 
crack. An Oct. 22, 1884, article in Tech magazine, “A Thunder-
Storm in the Oil Country,” describes what happened next. 
 
Without stopping to watch the burning tank-house and derrick, we followed the 
oil to see where it would go. By some mischance the mouth of the ravine had been 
blocked up and the stream turned abruptly and spread out over the alluvial 
plain. Here, on a large smooth farm, were six iron storage tanks, about 80-feet 
in diameter and 25-feet high, each holding 30,000 barrels of oil. The burning 
oil spread with fearful rapidity over the level surface, and finally touched the sides 
of the nearest tank. 
 
Suddenly, with loud explosion, the heavy plank and iron cover of the tank was 
thrown into the air, and thick smoke rolled out. Already the news of the fire had 
been telegraphed to the central office and all its available men and teams in the 
neighborhood ordered to the scene. The tanks, now heated on the outside as well 
as inside, foamed and bubbled like an enormous retort, every ejection only serving 
to increase the heat.  
 
The writhing masses of black smoke were streaked with reddish flames and 
white steam from the little pools of water. The area of the fire rapidly extended 

“Oil Fires, like Battles, are fought by Artillery” 
and soon loud explosions in quick succession told that the two nearest tanks 
had caught. These tanks, surrounded by fire, in turn boiled and foamed, and 
the heat, even at a distance, was so intense that the workmen could not 
approach near enough to dig ditches between the remaining tanks and the fire. 
 
By this time arrived the long looked for cannon; for oil fires, like battles, are 
fought by artillery. Since the great destruction is caused by the oil becoming 
overheated, foaming and being projected to a distance, it is usually desirable to 
let it out of the tank to burn on the ground in thin layers; so small cannon 
throwing a three-inch solid shot are kept at various stations throughout the 
region for this purpose. 
 
The cannon was placed in position, aimed at points below the supposed level of 
the oil and fired. The marksmanship at first was not very good, and as many 
shots glanced off the iron plates as penetrated, but after a while nearly every 
report was followed by an outburst. The oil in the three tanks was slowly 
drawn down by this means and did not again foam over the top, and the supply 
to the river being thus cut off the fire then soon died away. 
 
It was not till the sixth day from that on which we saw the first tank ignited 
that the columns of flame and smoke disappeared. During this time 180,000 
barrels of crude oil had been consumed, besides the six tanks, costing $10,000 
each, destroyed.   
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A billowing cloud of black smoke in the background marks the site of an early oil tank fire being fought with oilfield artillery as spectators look on. 
(Photograph courtesy Deborah Amend, director, Kansas Oil Museum and Hall of Fame, El Dorado)  At right is a cannon exhibited at the Oklahoma Oil 
Museum in Seminole. Museum Director Evelyn Hammond says the cannon, donated by the area’s Cornelison family, was used as late as the 1920s to 
shoot holes in the base of burning oil tanks, allowing oil to drain into a holding pit until the fire was out. 
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The events and images of an operating 
oilfield are as dramatic today as they were 
when the petroleum industry was born 
almost 150 years ago.  
 
Early photographers recognized these 
intriguing visual opportunities and despite 
the challenges that primitive photographic 
technology imposed, they were drawn to 
the nation’s earliest oilfield. One of these 
pioneers was John A. Mather, renowned 
for his historic documentation of the 
Pennsylvania oil regions. 
 
John Mather was just 10-years old when 
the word “photography,” entered the 
English language. It was 1839 and 
Frenchman Louis Daguerre introduced the 
public to his “daguerreotype,” a new and 
mysterious amalgamation of optical boxes 
and exotic chemistry.  
 
Each image was one-of-a-kind, captured as 
the subject remained motionless for 
extended minutes of exposure. Every 
daguerreotype in an antique store is a 
unique portrait etched in the aging luster of 
silver-plated copper.  
 
There were no prints and there were no 
negatives. All that changed in 1851when 
Frederick Scott Archer produced negatives 
made from standard glass plates. Identical 
positive paper prints could then be 
reproduced from the same glass plate 
negative again and again.  
 
Archer’s process became known as, “Wet 

John A. Mather’s 
 

Wet Plate Photography 
 

Plate Collodion Photography.” It would 
become the standard for the next 20-years 
and provide Robert Mather his livelihood 
in Pennsylvania.  
 
Wet plate photography was inherently 
difficult even under the best and most 
carefully managed studio conditions. To 
execute the process successfully in the 
midst of a working oilfield was miraculous. 
Collodion is a syrupy liquid, made from 
nitrocellulose, alcohol, and ether. It is 
inflammable and explosive.  
 
The process requires that light-sensitive 
chemicals be mixed with collodion then 
carefully and evenly poured onto a 
spotlessly clean glass plate. When the 
alcohol and ether evaporate, the still-tacky 
plate has to be shielded from light and 
bathed in silver nitrate to make it 
photosensitive. It will remain sensitive for 
only about 10-minutes.  
 
Within 10 minutes, the wet plate has to be 
placed in the camera, exposed, and quickly 
returned to the darkroom, before it dries. 
In darkness, the wet glass plate must be 
developed in an entirely different chemical 
bath, rinsed, and “fixed.”  
 
The fixing process uses a hazardous 
solution of potassium cyanide, the same 
chemical used in gas chamber executions. 
Copious quantities of water are consumed. 
The result of all this effort is a single glass 
plate negative of a single image. John 
Mather repeated this process over 3,500 

The Drake Well Museum maintains among 
the largest collections documenting the oil 
industry’s early development. The John A. 
Mather Collection consists of thousands of 
original glass plates, over one-third of 
which are stereo-views. Mather’s oilfield 
photographs also are in special collections 
at the University of Tulsa in Oklahoma and 
Wichita State University in Kansas.  
 
 

In 1866, seven other photographers operated studios in the oil 
boomtown of Pithole, Pa. Among them was James Harvey 
Copeland – who took this rare photograph of his competitor.  
 
Only a few dozen of James Copeland’s oilfield photographs 
survive, according to his great-granddaughter, Marilyn 
Copeland, who was kind enough to provide this image to the 
“Petroleum Age.”  
 
Marilyn Copeland noted that “it’s so easy to take a photo now, 
compared to then. Thank goodness there were people like 
John Mather (and my great-grandfather) who saved the past 
for us!” 

times in Pennsylvania oilfields.
 
Mather’s photographs speak for 
themselves. He produced extraordinary 
images of people and places, recording 
history in the details and preserving them 
for generations to come.  
 
From the poignant oil-creased faces of 
roughnecks to landscapes forested with 
working derricks, John A. Mather’s 
photography remains a visual legacy of the 
Petroleum Age.   



Kilgore College Adds Oil 
 
Kilgore College will reintroduce several 
oilfield-related programs to its cur-
riculum. College President Bill Holda 
announced that the East Texas Oil 
Museum, located on the Kilgore  
College campus, will soon house Lone 
Star Steel’s “Chief Roughneck Award,” 
originated and sponsored by Lone Star 
Steel every year since 1955. 
 
“This is a rare opportunity that we 
have in front of us, celebrating the 
75th and 25th anniversaries of the oil 
field discovery and the opening of the 
East Texas Oil Museum,” said Holda. 
He added that the surge in oilfield 
activity has brought new importance to 
educational and training programs. As 
a result, several oilfield workforce, 
technology training and support 
programs have been reintroduced. 
 

A Fort Worth, Texas, Oilman’s Legendary Drilling Philosophy  
 

“Always Go Down One More Foot”  

H. Bryan Poff is an independent oilman. 
He has been one for 74 years. Today, at age 
94, he still drills wells in Texas and 
frequents the Petroleum Club of Fort 
Worth, which he helped found in 1953.  
 
Poff “lives, breaths and loves” the oil 
business, he says. The symptoms began in 
1929, when he got his first oil patch job 
drafting maps at the Logan Oil Mapping 
Co. in East Texas. By 1931, he was in the 
middle of a great oil boom taking place 
around Kilgore, associating with the 
legendary oilmen who were drilling gushers 
in the largest U.S. oilfield. He drilled his 
first well in North Texas in 1934.  
 
“I heard of some boys up in Wichita Falls 
who found oil at about 400 feet deep,” he 
recalls. “I went up and found acreage, came 
back to Ft. Worth and some oilmen who 
liked me gave me money to drill.”  
 
Poff spudded the well with a cable-tool rig. 
He personally forged and sharpened the 
chisel bits as needed. The well was a dry 
hole. Few dry holes followed. Poff went on 
to major discoveries in Kentucky, where 

his experiences were chronicled by author 
Edward Linn in Kentucky Wildcatter.  
 
Poff worked in the engineering depart-
ment of Gulf Oil Corp. before receiving  
a geology degree from Texas Christian 
University in 1946. In the early 1950s, Poff 
worked as exploration manager for 
Brinsmere Oil, where he discovered an 
oilfield on Abilene Christian College’s lease 
in Yoakum County.  
 
His first oil discovery for himself came in 
1957 on an 80-acre lease in Cooke County. 
It would produce half a million barrels over 
the next 20 years. In 1952, he discovered 
the Shafter Lake Yates Sand Field in 
Andrews County. His often quoted rule of 
thumb for drilling a well: “Always go down 
one more foot.” 
 
A decade ago, friends gathered for Poff’s 
85th birthday. His son, H. Bryan Poff, Jr., a 
retired justice of the Seventh Court of 
Appeals, summarized his father as “the 
quintessential self-made man.  For over 60 
years he has scoured the country seeking 
oil and gas. His many successes have 

An oilman since 1929, H. Bryan Poff of Fort 
Worth, Texas, continues to drill wells. He is 
a founding member of the Petroleum Club 
of Fort Worth and considered among the 
true “oil legends” of the industry. 

Events of the East Texas Oil Jubilee 
 
The Diamond Jubilee celebration of the discovery of oil in East Texas moves into high gear in September 
with a full slate of activities and events filling the schedule. The Oil Discovery Jubilee actually involves two 
separate anniversaries – the 75th anniversary of the discovery of oil and the 25th anniversary of the 
founding of the East Texas Oil Museum. Oil was discovered on Oct. 3, 1930, and the Oil Museum 
opened 50 years later on Oct. 3, 1980. A special website, www.kilgore.edu/jubilee, provides information.  

 
• All Summer, Kilgore – “Reading Roustabout” at Kilgore Public Library  
• Sept. 5, Joinerville – Dedication of the new Gaston Museum Building and re-

enactment of the discovery well; and fireworks  
• Sept. 17,  White Oak  – “Roughneck Days” celebration  
• Sept. 20, Kilgore  – Jan Statman reviews Raisins and Almonds and East Texas Oil  
• Sept. 28-Oct. 2, Kilgore  – “Daisy Bradford No. 3” play  
• Oct. 1, Joinerville – Rededication of the Daisy Bradford No. 3 historical marker 
• Oct. 1, Henderson – Dedication of a steam-powered rig at the Depot Museum  
• Oct. 1, Kilgore  – Kilgore College Homecoming  
• Oct. 1, Kilgore – Derrick dedication honoring former mayor Mickey Smith  
• Oct. 1-3, Henderson, Kilgore – Book signing by Mary Brooke Casad for her children’s 

book, Bluebonnet at the East Texas Oil Museum  
• Oct. 1-28, Kilgore – “Oil Boom” art show by Larry Kitchens  
• Oct. 2, Select area churches – 1930s-type “oil field” services  
• Oct. 3, Kilgore  – Flower show, Garden Clubs of the Five-County Area  
• Oct. 3, Kilgore – Oil Jubilee celebration ceremony & barbecue 

earned him the reputation as a geologist, 
and he is truly one of the last surviving oil 
legends.”   
 
Today, Poff says his success in oilfields has 
come from consistently “participating with 
good people, who know what they are 
doing, who offer a fair deal – and staying 
with them over the long term. When you 
hit oil, you thank God and go on to the 
next one. When you hit a dry hole, you 
plug it and go on to the next one. That’s 
the life of a wildcatter. I wouldn’t be 
anything else in the world.”  
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Oil City’s National Transit Building 
 

The Historical Society thanks the following for their generous support 
 

2005 Benefactors 
 

Independent Petroleum Association of America, Washington, DC  
Dominion Exploration & Production, Inc., Houston, TX 

 American Petroleum Institute, Washington, DC  
Chesapeake Energy Corp., Oklahoma City, OK 

 Miller Energy Inc., Kalamazoo, MI 
Winchester Energy Co., Raleigh, NC 

 James A. Gibbs, Dallas, TX 
 T & F Dunn, LP, Buckhannon, WV 
 Ward Petroleum Corp., Enid, OK 

Nance Petroleum Corp., Billings, MT 
The American Oil & Gas Reporter, Derby, KS 

  
New Patron Members 

 
Arch W. Deuel, independent producer, Casper, WY 
Jack Rider, president, Petroleum Publishers, Brea, CA 
Gene Ames Jr., president, Venus Oil Co., San Antonio, TX 
Kenny Jordan, exec. dir., Assoc. of Energy Service Contractors, Houston, TX  
Darwin Subart, president, Fidelity Exploration & Production Co., Denver, CO 
 

The Barbara Morgan Harvey Center for the Study 
of Oil Heritage will be dedicated Oct. 18 in a 
newly renovated section of the Charles L. 
Suhr Library at Clarion University, 
Venango Campus in Oil City, Pa.  “We are 
immensely grateful for the generous gifts 
provided by Mrs. Harvey’s children and 
husband which have huge historical and 
educational significance,” said Executive 
Dean Christopher M. Reber. “The 
collection will serve as the nucleus for a 
variety of research and cultural activities 
that celebrate our region’s history.”  
 
The Center will feature the late Barbara 
Harvey’s sizable collection of books and 
papers that were generously donated to the 
university by her children: Joseph S. 
Harvey, Jr., Thomas M. Harvey, David G. 
Harvey, and Judy A. Harvey.  
 
Joseph S. Harvey, the late Mrs. Harvey’s 
husband, created an endowment to support 
ongoing educational activities at the Center.  
 
“Mrs. Harvey devoted a great deal of time 
and energy to assembling an outstanding 
collection of works that catalog the region’s 
history,” said Howard F. McGinn, dean of 
libraries at Clarion University. “It is exciting 
to be able to give historians, students, and 
community members an opportunity to 
experience the area’s history through this 
new Center that will be a perpetual tribute 
to Mrs. Harvey’s efforts.” 
 
In addition to providing generous financial 
support of the university, Joseph S. Harvey 
chaired the University’s Council of Trustees 
and the Venango Campus Advisory 
Council and served on the board of the 
Clarion University Foundation. He was one 
of the community leaders who originally 
advocated the creation of Venango Campus 
in 1960 and he served as treasurer of the 
original, successful campaign to purchase 
land for the campus and build Richard C. 
Frame Hall.  
 
Bruce Wells, executive director of the 
American Oil & Gas Historical Society, 
Washington, DC, will dedicate the Center 
on Oct. 18 in the Suhr Library.   

Barbara Morgan Harvey Center 

The 1880s National Transit Building in Oil City, Pa., has a rich and varied past, notes the 
Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission. It was built as headquarters for a 
subsidiary of John D. Rockefeller's Standard Oil Company. About 100 years later, it was 
acquired by Ralph Nader as home for his Institute for Civic Renewal.  
 
When Nader’s institute left Oil City in 1998, the community faced the possibility that this 
landmark would be lost. A large national retailer expressed interest in acquiring the 
building – and demolishing it for a new structure. With this possibility hanging over a 
building that now is listed in the National Register of Historic Places, community leaders 
joined together to save the building.  
 
Today, the National Transit Building is owned by the Oil City Civic Center Inc., which 
rents space to nonprofit organizations. Most of the main building, which includes a 
recently completed mural, is occupied by the Oil Valley Center for the Arts, the Transit 
Fine Arts Gallery, and the Oil Region Alliance of Business, Industry and Tourism, and 
Community Services. The Petroleum History Institute is a new tenant. 

I n  t h e  N e x t  P e t r o l e u m  A g e  
 
A preview of events planned for the April 20-23 first-ever gathering of oil and 
gas museum directors, curators, oilfield historian – and educators. AOGHS and 
the Petroleum History Institute (PHI) are co-hosting an International Oil 
History Symposium in Wichita, KS. Events include a tour of a refinery and a 
day of educational programming at the Kansas Oil Museum in El Dorado. 



 
 

1201 15th Street, NW, Suite 300 
Washington, DC  20005 

Support your local oil & natural gas museum. Join this nationwide effort to promote local and community museums, county 
historical societies & individuals dedicated to preserving petroleum’s wildcatting heritage. Support this growing network of “oil-
patch” historians and preservationists. To join this 501(c) 3 nonprofit organization, mail this form to AOGHS, 1201 15th St., NW, 
Suite 300, Washington, DC 20005, or fax it to (202) 857-4799 to be invoiced.  Membership benefits are described at our website. 
 

Make checks payable to:  AOGHS 
 
MEMBERSHIP & SUBSCRIPTION CATEGORIES     
 

 Annual Membership (Student)   $25 
 Annual Sustaining    $75 
 Annual Patron      $200-$999 
 AOGHS Benefactors          $1,000 & Above 

 
 
Name ___________________________________________  Title ____________________________________________ 
 
Company/Organization ______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Address  __________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
City  ________________________________________  State ____________  Zip Code  __________________________ 
 
Phone  __________________________________  Email  _____________________________________ 
 
 

Your membership contributions are 100% tax deductible. Federal Tax ID No. 52-184-9282 

www.aoghs.org 
 

Benefactors & Patrons will be acknowledged 
in The Petroleum Age 

 
Join Today and Become an Oil Patch 

Preservationist 
 

Museum Spotlight:   A Pure Oil Museum in Van, Texas  
 
Sixty miles east of Dallas on I-20, the Van Area Oil & Historical Museum is in a warehouse 
built in 1930 by the Pure Oil Co. to house materials used in the East Texas oilfield. The 
museum, which opened in 1987, has many reminders of bygone days—but only recently 
returned to regular visiting hours, says Nadine Rowan of the museum’s board. She explains 
that Bert Robertson, 69, was the museum’s curator until he died in January. Although confined 
to a wheelchair, he had opened the museum without fail for almost a decade, she says. “We 
lost so much when Bert passed. He loved his job and knew everything there was to know 
about artifacts and exhibits in the museum.” Although too late for the summer, the museum 
has re-established visiting hours, thanks to new Curator Bette Young, who is there Wednesday 
through Saturday, 10 a.m. to noon, and 1 p.m. to 4 p.m. Van’s oil museum preserves the legacy 
of an October 1929 East Texas discovery. It is located just north of I-20, on Hwy. 16 West.  




